!ire all in phase or phased at 120 Wlth respect to each other have been considered. The type of ions that can be accelerated is dependent upon the mode of excitation. In a 60° three-dee cyclotron with variable rf phasing protons, deuterons, and tritons can be accelerated in the nonrelativistic energy region at substantially the same magnetic field and oscillator frequency. A ;w-inch cyclotron of this type has been operated successfully.
INTRODUCTION
It is possible for a symmetrical three-dee cyclotron to accelerate ions of differing q/m ratios below relativistic velocities without a change in the frequency of the electrical power supplied to the dees or the value of the magnetic field. This is demonstrated in the following article by calculating the energy gain per turn for various ions in a cyclotron with . The dee voltages for this ABC mode can be expressed:
Here Vis the amplitude of the dee voltages with respect to ground, w is the angular frequency of the electrical power supplied to the dees. and t is time.
It has been brought to the authors• attention that Professor Edwin M.
McMillan has obtained similar results as a special case of a general multidee cyclotron calculation. This general solution is to appear in the forthcoming third volume of Experimental Nuclear Physics (published by Wiley).
2 M. Jakobsen and F. H. Schmidt, Phys. Rev. 93, 303 (1954) .
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As an ion of charge q and mass m moves along its quasi-circular path
in the cyclotron, it completes a revolution in a time T = ~ =o, where n is the ion 1 s angular frequency.
An ion that passes through the center of A dee at a time t 0 will cross the edge of A dee at a time
It will enter B dee at a time
The times of crossing of the other dee edges follow similarly.
(Z)
The energy received by the ion in crossing one dee edge is the product of the charge on the ion and the voltage on the dee at that instant. The energy received by the ion in going around the cyclotron once is the sum of the energy contributions at the six edges. Carrying out this sum, we have the energy gain per turn,
irf: •
UCRL -1686 (Rev.) . A :bunches present pe,: ion cy~le h~. The total enerBY pin for the S tur11a is l negailve ions.
sequence is ABC, and for negative ions when the phase The quantity n is positive for positive ions and negative for
•.
'.: ."l t .
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The geometric factor ein n ~ will, in addition to the requirement {j = 3n + 1, further limit the typ~s of ions that may be accel~rated. It is a modulating factor for energy gain, which may be zero for a given dee .
. angular width for some type of ion that would otherWise be accelerated.· .
For tl:te ·case in which the ion travels in a direction opposi.te the previ-. ous phase sequence the foregoing analysis still holds, but with the red'efini.;.· .
·. tion of the quantity f:
Using the requb·ement that f = Z1rn. we find that the permis-sible val\1es of 1./iqv· '.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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. I' .. UCRL-1686 (Rev.) In practice the voltage will not change in a etep-functio·n· manner at the dee edges. but will change gradually over a distance comparable to the vertical aperture of the dees. When this fringing distance is comparable to the distance that an ion travels in an rf cycle--which will be the case for modes of operation where w/0. is large--the ion will gain very little energy in crossini any of the dee edges. and there will be no significant acceleration of these ions relative · to those of lower w/0 ratios.
In the foregoing analysis it has been assumed that the magnetic field is constant as a £unction of radius, resulting in a constant value of.the ion frequency 0. In order to focus the beam. however. the magnetic field ordinarily is decreased with increasing radius. resulting in a lowering of the ion frequency as the orbit of the ion expands. For an ion that is in resonance at the center of the cyclotron the phase angle~ is no longer constant but varies as the ion moves outward. The permissible limits of' are :t. 90°; outside these limits the ion will lose energy to the electric field. Since the total phase shift+ with respect to the electrical frequency is the sum of the increments per ion revolution. a certain threshold dee voltage is required to limit the number of revolutions necessary to obtain the desired energy with the phase angle ~ within the limits given. The last column of Table 11 indicates the relative threshold.voltages for various ions in a cyclotron with three 60° dees.
-l'i- We thank Professor R. L. Thornton for his kind interest and assistance.
This paper was a part of the Three-dee Three-phase Cyclotron Development under his supervision. 
